Azure backup and recovery

Microsoft Azure provides a reliable cloud computing platform for agile and scalable building, testing and deployment of modern apps. While Microsoft assumes responsibility for the infrastructure, their Shared Responsibility Model makes it clear that it is still your data and you retain the responsibility to secure and protect it.

Veeam® delivers enterprise-ready Azure backup and recovery capabilities, fully automated for protecting and managing all your Azure data at scale with ease. Cost-effectiveness and security are front of mind without sacrificing reliability or SLA attainment, eliminating the risk of data loss while avoiding cloud overspend and unexpected costs.

Reliable backup and recovery
Azure-native backup and recovery, fully automated for simple yet powerful protection that won’t let you down

Actualize cloud savings
Industry-first cost management tools and low-cost tiering options eliminate the potential of cloud overspend

Secure and compliant protection
Fight back against ransomware and cybersecurity threats while ensuring compliant data protection and archive

Hybrid-cloud ready
Unify Azure data protection and management with all hybrid- and multi-cloud data from a common control plane

Veeam-powered Azure backup and recovery is available in two options:

**Veeam Backup for Microsoft Azure**
A standalone solution to backup Azure workloads within Azure only

**Veeam Backup & Replication™**
#1 backup and recovery for unified hybrid-/multi-cloud data protection and mobility
Built for Azure

**Azure-native**
Backup and recovery Azure VMs with purpose-built tools that don’t require agents.

**Policy-based automation**
Automate Azure snapshots and backups with fully customizable policies and scheduling.

**Application-consistent**
Zero data loss backup and recovery without shutting down VMs or disconnecting volumes.

**Fast, flexible recovery**
From entire VMs and volumes to individual files and folders, recover in as little as seconds.

**Backup cost calculation**
Proactively avoid unexpected expenses and cloud overspend with industry-first backup cost calculation.

**Low-cost tiering**
Automatically tier backup to hot and cool Azure Blob tiers for cost-effective long-term retention and compliance.

**Multi-subscription support**
Easily scale and manage the protection of all workloads across your Azure subscriptions.

**Cross-subscription/region backup**
Isolate backups from production to secure against ransomware and cyberthreats.

**RESTful API**
Integrate, automate and manage Azure backup and recovery with other apps in your tech stack.

**Mobilize your data**
 Seamlessly move your apps and data to, from and across Azure and other private and public cloud platforms.

**Hybrid made easy**
Unify Azure data protection and management with all hybrid- and multi-cloud data from a common control plane.

Learn more [veeam.com](http://veeam.com)
Download free trial [vee.am/azurebackup](http://vee.am/azurebackup)